Six premier journals from the American Heart Association (AHA) and published by Lippincott Williams & Wilkins.

Available exclusively on Ovid, the Circulation Collection is a cost-effective selection of Circulation-related monthly journals from the American Heart Association, a US-based voluntary organization dedicated to promoting healthier lives and improving the quality of treatment and care related to cardiovascular diseases and stroke.

The 6 journals cover a range of cardiology specialty and topic areas, including arrhythmia and electrophysiology, genetics, heart failure, interventional cardiology, quality and outcomes research, and multi-modality cardiovascular imaging. Since each journal has both a clinical and a research focus, the collection is an ideal resource for a wide readership among specialists in cardiology as well as generalists in medicine, nursing, and healthcare: physicians, clinicians, nurses, residents, healthcare policy planners, researchers, and students.
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